of CIs. If the speaker's opinion of a discourse entity is common knowledge then it can be argued that that opinion can be used to evaluate whether a referent meets the condition provided by an epithetic definite description. But note that reference is just as felicitous in (3) where presumably B's opinion of Jack is news to A.
(3) A: Jack is such a nice boy, aren't you glad he came to visit? B: Why would I be? I HATE the bastard.
The second, though related, demonstration of independence comes from considering the propositional content of (1). The single sentence conveys two propositions. The main, at-issue, proposition that Mary kissed Jack and a secondary proposition that Jack is a pig. Notice that the truth value of this secondary proposition has no effect on the truth value of the at-issue proposition. Importantly, the at-issue proposition is not rendered false or undefined when the secondary proposition Jack is a pig is judged false. This is unexpected if the descriptive content of the de-accented definite is presupposed, but it is expected if it is a conventional implicature.
The analysis that Potts provides of anaphoric epithets rests on his foundational assumption that no lexical item contributes both an at-issue and a CI meaning. Since under his analysis the descriptive content of the epithet contributes a CI it cannot provide the referential at-issue meaning. Potts proposes that epithets are appositive modifiers on names with the name contributing the atissue meaning. When there is no overt name, a free variable takes its place in the syntax. Thus he proposes epithets have the structure in (4) (based on Potts 2003, p. 232). pig : e, t c jack : e (4) shows both a syntactic tree and a semantic parsetree. The parsetree is licensed by Potts's rule of CI function application shown in (5).
This rule states that a CI functional element can take an at-issue argument and return a pair consisting of the same argument and the saturated CI function. In (4) the CI NP pig takes the at-issue entity jack as an argument and returns both jack and the proposition that he is a pig.
One difficulty with Potts's proposal is the analysis of the definite article as semantically null. This requires a dichotomous definite article. In standard definite descriptions the article takes a property and returns an individual the property is true of, while in anaphoric epithets the article does nothing. It further requires that for anaphoric epithets there is an element that is phonologically contentful but semantically null, the determiner, and an element that is semantically contentful but phonologically null, the free variable.
There is some reason to believe that the definite article is not null, and in fact might contribute the anaphoric properties observed in de-accented definite descriptions. Elbourne (2005) proposes a unified semantics for pronouns and the definite article in English to account for donkey anaphora. Based on German data Schwarz (2009) argues for two distinct classes of definites one of which, his "strong definite" has the same anaphoric properties as Elbourne's definite article. Schwarz observes that in German epithets must appear with the strong definite article which lends support to an anaphoric analysis of the definite article in English epithets.
Further support comes from Aoun and Choueiri's analysis of anaphoric epithets in Lebanese Arabic (Aoun and Choueiri 2000) . They localize the anaphoric properties of epithets in Lebanese Arabic to a pronominal morpheme adjacent to the definite article. They suggest that the serves a similar function in English epithets. Following this suggestion, the present analysis attributes the referential behavior of anaphoric epithets to the definite article. This is implemented by adopting Elbourne's indexed definite article given in (6). This denotation for the definite article can be maintained across both standard and deaccented definite descriptions.
In the standard definite descripition in (2) the determiner, type et et, e , combines with an index of type e,t and then a nominal of type e,t to yeild an expression of type e as shown in (7). Presupposing that there is exactly one individual to which the index maps and of which the property is true, the fully composed definite description will return that individual. The composition of the de-accented definite description is more complicated. Recall that the descriptive content places no restriction on the identity of the referent. One explanation for this is that the CI NP may not be an argument of the definite article. Note also that the CI proposition expressed in (1), Jack is a pig, is predicational. It is unclear how this would fall out from an analysis where pig is a semantic argument of the.
In standard predications an entity is taken as the argument of a property. As a parallel case I propose that the CI property denoting noun phrase pig takes the indexed determiner as an argument. But with things as they stand composition cannot proceed due to a type mismatch. The NP pig is type e,t c and as such requires an argument of type e. But the partially composed determiner/index complex is of type et, e . I propose that the second argument of the definite article is saturated by an element which I call DEACCENT shown in (8).
DEACCENT takes any individual and returns True. It saturates the second argument of the determiner without imposing any further constraints on the identity of the referent (cf. the void descriptions proposed by Leu 2005). This yields an expression of type e which can combine with the nominal via Potts (2003)'s rule of CI function application in(5). The output is a pair of an individual and a CI proposition (type t c ) concerning that individual. Composition is shown in (9). This analysis readily extends to the Lebanese Arabic data reported in Aoun and Choueiri (2000) . They observe that only when the demonstrative morpheme hal-is present can epithets behave as resumptive elements (10). Resumption is unavailable with the determiner l-(11). (10 s-sabaP the-race 'I saw the girl that you think that this idiot will not win the race.'
Analyzing hal-as an indexed determiner yields the same composition. Hal-first combines with an index which determines reference, and then with DEACCENT yeilding an entity. That entity is taken as the argument of the epithetic NP habiile (idiot) to return the pair consisting of the entity and the proposition that that entity is an idiot. Presumably l-differs from hal-in lacking an index.
The analysis presented is a synthesis of the proposals of Potts (2003) and Elbourne (2005) . Elbourne's indexed definite article is maintained across both standard and epithetic definite descriptions. In epithets the second argument of the determiner is saturated by the element DEACCENT. The saturated determiner is then taken as the argument of the CI property denoting NP.
DEACCENT appears to influence accent placement algorithms. One possible explanation is that DEACCENT actually does place some restrictions on its referent's information status. Future work will investigate the relationship between anaphoric definite descriptions and information status marking cross-linguistically.
